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요    약

인간의 수명연장에 따라 의료비는 꾸준히 상승하고 있고 이에 따라 의료관광시장도 급 성정하고 

있다. 한국은 우수한 의료진과 의료인프라를 기반으로 하여 세계의료관광시장에서 두각을 나타내고 

있으며 정부에서도 전략성장산업으로 육성, 지원하고 있다. 의료관광산업의 성패는 ‘의료정보’와 

‘관광정보’의 접근용이성에 크게 영향을 받을 수밖에 없다. 건강보험공단 등이 많은 의료관련정보를 

보유하고 있고 관광관련기관에서도 많은 관광관련정보를 보유하고 있지만 이들 정보가 의료관광객에게 

효과적으로 제공되지는 못하고 있는 실정이다. 여기서는 의료관광에 있어 환자와 정보가 의료분야와 

관광 분야에서 전달되는지 에 대한 명확한 도표와 서비스 수요자와 공급자의 필요에 대한 것들을 

설명하고 있다. 본 논문에서는 의료관광의 소비자와 공급자간에 원활한 정보소통과 효과적 서비스전달을 

위한 의료관광 서비스시스템 디자인을 제안하고자 한다. 

키워드 : 의료관광, 건강서비스시스템, 의사결정지원, 서비스시스템디자인, 한국의료관광 웹 포탈 

Ⅰ. Introduction1)

Rising health care costs and longer waiting times 

in the western countries like United States, Canada, 

and UK are inducing patients to seek treatment over-

seas (Connell, 2005; Carabello, 2008). While U.S. 

†This research has been partly supported by Sogang 

Business School’s World Class University Program 

(R31-20002) funded by Korea Research Foundation.

consumers are concerned mainly with the exorbitant 

cost of health care, Canadians are more troubled by 

wait-times for certain treatments. Indeed, approx-

imately one million Canadians claim to be experienc-

ing difficulties in gaining access to care. As for UK, 

it is believed that more than 50,000 people travel for 

treatment abroad because of high medical care costs 

in the UK. According to a report from ‘McKinsey 

and Company,’ global medical markets would in-

crease from 40 billion in 2004 to 100 billion in 2012 
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and the number of global medical tourists from 19 

million to 40 million.  

Korea is a latecomer to the medical tourism business. 

The world’s 14th largest economy, however, appears 

to have all the competitive edge over its rival Asian 

medical tourist destinations (Sohn, 2009). Virtually 

everyone in Korea is covered by the national health 

insurance scheme. Medical fees have been strictly con-

trolled by the government and remain at a fraction 

of the prices in the United States and even cheaper 

than those in China and Singapore. As the country 

developed into an IT powerhouse with an abundance 

of highly skilled labor, its medical technology has 

rapidly evolved to match the level of the state-of-art 

technology it exports all around the world (Kim and 

Kim, 2008). This fused area is not studied well and 

also does not have proper systematic model. In this 

paper I describe what factors are important to medical 

tourists and provide blueprint to systematization.

The losses in tourism and trade in Korea during 

2007 exceeded $10 billion, as shown in <Table 1a> 

below. Increase in inbound tourists and development 

of strategic industries to foster higher value-added 

sector is required to solve the tourism deficit. Tourists 

coming for medical treatments have a tendency to 

stay longer and spend more money; therefore, medi-

cal tourism should continue to be intensively fostered 

as a strategic industry (Hunter, 2007). The govern-

ment has projected the economic effects of the health 

services in medical tourism for five years from now, 

expecting to attract 80 thousand medical tourists in 

2011 and 100 thousand medical tourists in 2012, and 

the profit from treatments is expected to be on aver-

age $22 million every year. The following table 

(<Table 1b> and <Table 1c>) shows the projections 

for the next year.

Medical tourism is in its infancy in Korea, how-

ever, it is expected to generate 80 million dollars in 

the next five years. It not only brings foreign currency 

but also creates linkages between the healthcare and 

tourism industries (Bloom and Standing, 2008). By 

way of multiplier, medical tourism spills into secon-

dary and tertiary sectors, producing cyclical waves 

of expansion (Lim, 2009; York, 2008). Since medical 

tourism is regarded as the next potential growth en-

gine, Korea is keen on creating a national brand and 

developing the necessary medical technologies. The 

Korean government is supporting the nation’s medi-

cal tourism industry in the hopes of securing the 

country’s future as a key destination for patients seek-

ing treatment abroad (Bae, 2009). 

There are some challenges faced by the Korean 

medical tourism industry. One problem is the lack 

of business models and also making the relevant medical 

information available to potential customers and pro-

moters in a secure manner. There is no comprehensive 

system that can help potential customers generate differ-

ent options based on their medical needs and compare 

them in order to make a final decision. Similarly, there 

is no single system that the service providers can use 

to make information related to their capabilities and 

competencies available to customers and coordinate 

their services. Thus, the objective of this research is 

to design a central service system that can support 

the medical tourism initiative in Korea. This system 

would address the needs of all the stakeholders involved, 

namely, customers, both healthcare and tourism service 

providers and governmental agencies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 outlines some of the related work. Following 

that, section 3 discusses the proposed solution which 

consists of a three stage process model. Section 4 

identifies the requirements for the medical tourism 

service system. Section 5 discusses the design of a 

system and the services it provides to support medical 

tourism and section 6 concludes the paper. 
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<Table 1a> Travel Service and Medical Service Income in South Korea

　 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Inbound tourists 4,752,762 5,818,138 6,022,752 6,155,047 6,448,240 6,890,841

Outbound tourists 7,086,133 8,825,585 10,080,143 11,609,878 13,324,997 11,996,094

Inbound Travel Income

(Million $)
5,343.40 6,053.10 5,793.00 5,759.80 5,750.10 9,020

Outbound travel expense

(Million $)
8,248.10 9,856.40 12,025.00 14,335.90 15,879.50 12,640

Int'l travel net income

(Million $)
-2,904.70 -3,803.30 -6,232 -5,876.10 -10,129.50 -3,620

Induced economic effect

(Million $)
- - - -60 -71.5 -50

<Table 1b> Expected Economic Impact on Medical Market in South Korea

　 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total Average 

Number of Patient 27,500 50,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 300,000 60,000

Medical Income 74,739 149,478 224,217 298,956 373,695 1,121,085 224,217

Economic induce effect
131,092 262,184 393,277 524,369 655,461 1,966,383 393,277

(Million in Won)

Job Creation 303 1,465 1,465 1,465 1,465 6,162 1,232

<Table 1c> Expected Economic Impact on Tourism Market in South Korea

　 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total Average

Patients 27,500 50,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 300,000 60,000

Travel Income 27,645 55,290 82,936 11,058 138,226 414,678 82,936

Economy induce effect 

(Million in Won)
77,404 154,808 232,211 309,615 387,019 1,161,060 232,212

Job creation 835 1,670 2,505 3,340 4,174 12,523 2,505

Source: 2008 data from Korea Health, Welfare and Family Affairs (Yoo, 2009).

<Table 1> Expected Economic Impact on Medical and Tourism Market

Ⅱ. Background

In order for medical tourism to flourish, there has 

to be close cooperation between the healthcare and 

tourism industry and the appropriate governmental 

agencies that oversee them. According to previous 

research (Leng, 2007), different strategies can be used 

for improving this linkage. For ensuring the quality 

of service, the state can manage a quality assurance 

program and provide tax incentives for active 

participation. Another important factor is targeting the 

right demographics. Leng (2007) discusses the growth 

of medical tourism in Malaysia and points out that 

the government has played a key role in establishing 

the medical tourism industry in Malaysia. Similarly, 

Singapore and Thai governments have played a domi-
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nant role in developing, regulating and promoting 

medical tourism in their respective countries (Kim, 

2003).

Potential medical tourists need tools to help them 

evaluate options in a systematic manner. Smith and 

Forgione (2007) have developed a decision model to 

help clients select a specific service provider based 

on several factors. Their decision model consists of 

two major factors, namely, the country and medical 

facility, and there are several sub-factors such as such 

economic conditions, political climate, regulatory 

standards, costs, accreditation, quality of care, and 

physician training. While this model takes into ac-

count some of the important factors, it does not in-

clude enough information about the customer deci-

sion factors. In our work, we have tried to include 

additional customer related factors that need to be 

considered in the decision making process.

Singapore makes world headlines for performing 

complex neurosurgical procedures and delivering cut-

ting-edge medical treatment by the region’s leading 

health specialists. Its reputation for high quality medi-

cal facilities and well-trained doctors pulled in more 

than 370,000 visitors in 2004 (Connell, 2005). India 

promotes its private healthcare sector as a tourist at-

traction, providing first-class service at a third-world 

price. The Escorts Heart Institute and Research 

Centre in New Delhi boasts a death rate for coronary 

bypass patients of only 0.8 percent. Unlike Korea, 

in most countries, private hospitals play an important 

role in medical tourism.

Medical tourism is a chain of various services and 

it needs a service chain system from start to end. 

This is discussed in the next section. The main differ-

ence between medical tourism and traditional tourism 

is the variety. Each customer might have different 

schedule, location and procedure. Most of the services 

might be personalized. Also, each service provider 

is a separate business competitor. However, to gain 

synergy, they have to work together, which is not 

easy. 

According to ‘Korea Health Industry Development 

Institute,’ lack of information is a key reason for 

weak medical tourism in Korea (Kim, 2010). Hence, 

there is a great need for a comprehensive information 

system that potential customers can use to identify 

various options and make informed decisions. In this 

paper we propose an integrated information system 

for medical tourism that utilizes the highly developed 

national health insurance system and the IT infra-

structure in Korea.

Ⅲ. Proposed Solution

Medical tourism consists of several services: medi-

cal service, travel service, financial, and legal. In this 

paper we develop a design for the service manage-

ment system that has an impact on customers and 

support their decision making process. This service 

system supports two stages in the entire process; 

namely, the “back stage” and the “front stage.” In 

the back stage, government bodies facilitate the gath-

ering and the assessment of information from hospi-

tals and travel organizations that can be used in the 

service selection.  

In the front stage, we categorize the services that 

need to be provided to customers into three phases: 

pre-service phase, service-delivery phase, and post- 

service phase. Each phase requires a large amount 

of important information that should be easily acces-

sible to help the customer go through the decision 

process. Of course, additional information might be 

needed for specific cases, which should also be pro-

vided when needed. 

A travel agency could provide some useful in-

formation for the customers who want a medical tour 
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<Figure 1> Back Stage System Design

in general, but it would not be enough to meet cus-

tomer’s specific needs. Particularly, in medical tour-

ism, customers are interested in the assessment of 

hospital’s quality of care and physicians reputation. 

There are organizations such as Joint Commission 

International (JCI), which measure clinics’ quality of 

care, safety, etc. Several hospitals are certified by JCI, 

but not every clinic is certified; hence it would be 

important for patients to seek out these certified hos-

pitals or clinics, or other hospitals where correspond-

ing advantages are offered. Such information should 

be made available to potential customers. 

The following two sub sections briefly describe the 

back stage and the front stage of the proposed 

solution. In particular, the processes, required data, 

and the communication between various entities are 

discussed.

3.1 Back Stage

The back stage deals with setting up the necessary 

infrastructure for information sharing to support medi-

cal tourism and consists of two major processes: a) 

data gathering, and b) service quality assessment. The 

major stakeholders relevant for this stage and the com-

munications between them are depicted in <Figure 

1>. The data gathering process facilitates the collection 

and aggregation of relevant data on an on-going basis 

from all the appropriate sources both from the medical 

as well as the tourism community. From the medical 

domain, the participating hospitals and clinics have 

to provide the necessary information such as physician 

information, reputation, procedures offered, number 

of patients, cost, location, technologies used, privacy 

rules, etc. Similarly, from the tourism domain, in-
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formation about hotels, transportation, finance, food, 

entertainment, shopping, immigration, etc. have to be 

gathered. All of this information has to be consolidated 

and made available to the foreign patients and doctors 

through a medical portal. The Medical Coordinator 

acts as the intermediary between the medical and the 

tourism communities and ensures that the foreign pa-

tients and the doctors get the right information at the 

right time. International patients can bring huge amount 

of financial benefit to Korean Hospitals or medical 

tour related businesses. However, there are numerous 

problems, such as fuzzy boundary between western 

and oriental medicine, mismanagement in clinics and 

malpractice. Many private clinics are not able to partic-

ipate in medical tourism due to lack of coordination 

and communication. 

The service quality assessment process provides 

the oversight function and ensures that the services 

provided meet certain standards. Malpractice can 

cause international disputes and create lots of 

problems. Similar to other medical tourism countries, 

Korean government may be required to intervene. 

The classification of physicians and healthcare organ-

ization has to adhere to strict regulations. The health-

care organizations which want to participate in medi-

cal tourism need to register their departments and 

physicians; not every department is automatically ap-

proved to treat international patients. The Korea 

Tourism Organization, a major stakeholder in our sys-

tem, has a huge network with many travel organi-

zations. The system we suggest would be controlled 

by the government and would increase the level of 

service quality and provide certain basic guarantees. 

3.2 Front Stage

The front stage is customer facing and focuses on 

the necessary processes required to help the custom-

ers during service selection, service delivery and post 

service care. The front stage includes three phases, 

namely, pre-service phase, service-delivery phase, 

and post-service phase. The pre-service phase sup-

ports the medical tourism decision making process 

undertaken by the consumers in selecting a particular 

hospital or doctors to get medical care and planning 

the trip. The service-delivery phase includes proc-

esses for getting the actual medical care and the 

post-service phase deals with recovery and follow-up 

care. Each of these phases is briefly described below 

along with the information needs for each phase.

3.2.1 Pre-Service Phase

The first phase in the front stage is the pre service 

phase which involves the decision making process. 

The potential customers for medical tourism want to 

obtain and review as much information as possible 

before they make their decision and hence, this stage 

is referred to as “Pre service stage.” During this 

phase, a customer collects and compares information 

to make decision on the medical travel, as shown in 

<Figure 2>. As mentioned earlier, Smith and Forgione 

have suggested a model regarding the major factors 

that influence a customer in selecting the foreign 

country and medical facility (Smith and Forgione, 

2007). Economic conditions, political climate, and 

regulatory standards are some of the factors generally 

considered in choosing a country. Cost, accreditation, 

quality of care, and physician training are also consid-

ered in choosing a medical facility. A critical issue 

is, how can a lay person judge foreign hospitals and 

physicians and the quality of their training? We need 

to help the customers in this regard and provide the 

necessary information and interpret the indicators. We 

propose the use of a “medical coordinator” can do 

this job for customers. We describe the role of 

Medical coordinators in a later section in the paper. 
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<Figure 2> Pre-Service Phase System Design

The pre-service phase includes three major tasks, 

as shown in <Figure 2>. Task 1 is comparing and 

selecting the hospital, physician and the location. 

Task 2 is requesting a second opinion and task 3 is 

making the final decision. The medical or clinical da-

ta is provided by the foreign doctor and the patient 

can send their personal and medical information 

through the medical portal to get a ‘Second opinion’. 

In this process, security is an important issue for 

patients. The counterpart doctor working in Korea is 

authorized to access the medical portal and review 

the patient information and upload the second opinion 

in the system. Based on the second opinion, the pa-

tient can make the final decision to travel for the treat-

ment and can get information related to the travel 

and housing services. Patients and local doctors can 

get most of information through the “Medical portal”. 

Based on the patient request and information, a medi-

cal coordinator can provide an estimate for the patient 

and also translate documents that are in the patient’s 

language. The medical coordinator would be assigned 

by each hospital and would be given an ID and pass-

word to access the medical portal. Because of the 

confidentiality of patient information, each user has 

different levels of access to patient information. For 

example, the medical coordinator could not access 

clinical information or change patient data.

3.2.2 Service-Delivery Phase

After the decisions have been made, customers 

take actions in terms of making the reservations for 

travel as well as the specific services they want to 

receive. Then they travel to the destination to receive 

the medical care they are seeking and the service pro-
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vider delivers the treatment and takes care of the pa-

tient throughout the stay. Hence, this stage of the 

process model is referred to as the service-delivery 

phase. In order for this phase to be successful, all 

service systems should be connected together and de-

liver the necessary services in a seamless manner. 

Hospitals need to schedule the necessary treatments 

based on the available beds and dates for specific 

doctors. Hotels and transportation outfits need to co-

ordinate the movement of the patients to appropriate 

locations based on the availability of facilities. In this 

phase, the medical coordinators need to make appro-

priate schedule for customers and every service 

should follow this schedule from arriving at the air-

port to the final departure, as shown in <Figure 3>. 

3.2.3 Post-Service Phase

Finally, the post service phase <Figure 3> provides 

financial service, legal service and follow-up care to 

the customers and service providers. In Korea, patients 

pay in advance for all services and then get the medical 

procedures done. However, for foreigners, a deferred 

payment system should be introduced. Medical tourism 

has several benefits such as low cost and comparatively 

high quality; but there are also some pitfalls such as 

possibility of malpractice, difficulty in communication, 

and could be time consuming. What should one do 

first when there is something that goes wrong in their 

travel or procedure? Do they need to contact a local 

lawyer or a foreign lawyer? The post- service phase 

deals with such issues and provides the necessary serv-

ice on a case by case basis. The follow through of 

patients even after they go back to their native countries 

is essential for the success of the medical tourism 

because they become the new ambassadors of the pro-

gram and encourage their friends and relatives. 
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Ⅳ. Requirements for the 

Korean Medical Tourism 

Service System

The medical tourism system should be designed 

to help all the stakeholders involved, namely, the service 

providers, the service consumers, and the governmental 

agencies. Such a system should support the role of 

each of the service providers to exchange information 

and organize them in one network. A network system 

is required to exchange service information among 

different service providers and also the informational 

content needs to be verified by the regulatory 

organization. The Korean Medical Tourism Service 

System (KMTSS) that we are designing requires several 

components to provide the necessary services. 

First, a central data warehouse is essential to store 

all the relevant information needed to support the 

medical tourism industry. It should include the travel 

information provided by the travel agencies. For the 

hospitals, the medical association needs to agree on 

the range of information that will be made public and 

also need to get the physicians’ consents. With re-

spect to hospitals, the following information will be 

crucial: clinical, medical information, physician vita, 

cost of procedures, length of stay, and quality 

indicators. For travel services, real time information 

should be shared among service providers.

Second, evaluation standards are also required. To 

keep the quality high and prevent problems, reason-

able standards should exist. These standards should 

also be actively enforced. Third, the system should 

be a “one stop shop and one billing system.” As dis-

cussed earlier, the whole service system should be 

designed as a total solution system. Finding the rele-

vant information, arranging the services, and billing 

need to be done in one place and it would help pa-

tients and save time and energy.

Some of the other factors that impact the Korean 

medical tourism and the underlying system infra-

structure are mentioned below.

4.1 Competitive Edge

Purely tourism based incentive is not sufficient to 

attract many customers. The strategy must be differ-

ent compared to other countries. The competitive 

edge of Korean medical tourism is high medical qual-

ity and relatively low price. The target should also 

be different for different countries. 

4.2 Cooperation between All the 

Stakeholders 

Government departments, hospitals and tourism or-

ganizations have to cooperate with each other and 

share information in timely manner so that the medi-

cal tourism processes can be executed properly and 

seamlessly. Thus, the medical tourism system infra-

structure must support interoperability between differ-

ent systems.

4.3 Security and Privacy Issues

Medical tourism systems need to keep track of 

three different kinds of information: personal demo-

graphic information (age, name, address, etc.), travel 

information (hotel, hospital, ticket etc.), and medical 

service information (disease, medicine, medical im-

age, medical record etc.). To protect this private in-

formation, a systematic approach is required with sev-

eral layers of authentication checks and access 

protocols. Based on the user role, access rights should 

be set up and strict controls should be enforced.
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<Figure 4> Korea Medical Tourism Service System (KMTSS) Architecture

4.4 Medical Coordinator

Medical Coordinators understand and possess 

knowledge about medical, tourism, and regulatory is-

sues (Lee, 2009). In order for medical tourism to 

flourish, a large network of medical coordinators is 

required to help customers with their varying needs. 

There are five roles that medical coordinators have 

to play: designer, organizer, escort, consultant, and 

planner. These coordinators have to deal with people 

and have quick access to relevant information. They 

are the core players in the entire service system. They 

design the medical tourism packages, organize serv-

ices, escort patients, provide consultation and answer 

questions regarding travel and help customers suc-

cessfully complete the entire process. 

Ⅴ. System Architecture

In this section, we discuss the architecture of the 

Korea Medical Tourism Service System (KMTSS) 

and the specific services it provides. This system is 

designed to support the service chain that is necessary 

to successfully undertake the medical tourism activity 

by a customer. <Figure 4> shows the major services 

that would be facilitated by the system and the corre-

sponding modules in the system. The top half of the 

figure shows the service flow and how the services 

are linked together and which services are provided 

at each stage.

The bottom half of the figure shows the “Hospital” 

entity that provides all medical information to 

KMTSS. The information will be stored in a data 

warehouse and the Regulatory Body evaluates the da-

ta constantly. The Health Insurance Review Agency 

collects and evaluates the medical information in 

Korea. The Travel Service entity also provides serv-

ice quality indicators to the system. Sometimes pa-

tient’s length of stay can be longer than expected so 

there needs to be a strong cooperation between serv-
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ice providers. The Financial and Legal Service entity 

needs to register as an international patient support 

service and assist the customer with payment options 

and provide legal counseling if needed. In Korea, typ-

ically patients pay first before getting any service. 

However, for the international patients a deferred 

payment system should be provided. Another concern 

is medical malpractice. It could be an important issue 

in Korea because of the low cost. International law-

yers may need to be involved to solve any possible 

disputes.

Most of the information collected from stake-

holders is provided through the decision making sup-

port system module. Customers also need to provide 

his/her personal, medical and required information. 

Though this network system customers can contact 

multiple hospitals at once. Customers can get all the 

estimations and second opinion from multiple hospi-

tals where he/she sent the medical records. Customers 

can compare length of stay (LOS), reputation, quality, 

costs and so forth. After making the decision, reser-

vation service would automatically be followed for 

both hospital and travel services. 

The different services that could be obtained 

through the system are briefly described below.

Medical : Through the KMTSS system, patients 

can get more relevant information and gain con-

fidence about the treatments that are provided. There 

are several barriers to medical travel, one is time and 

the other is location. Patients’ considerations would 

be very complex; they would like to understand how 

safe it is, whether everything will follow the schedule 

accurately, and also whether the cost is appropriate. 

This multi service network can provide personal serv-

ice to meet the needs of the customers, even if they 

have very specific requirements and constraints.

Tourism : The KMTSS system supports customers 

by providing all the information about tourism facili-

ties and services which are registered with the 

government. The approved sites to visit near the loca-

tion where the customer receives medical care are 

considered in putting a package together for the 

patient. Such a carefully coordinated special tour 

package will help the patient recuperate faster and 

also gain knowledge about the country and culture. 

There will also be mechanisms to contact the medical 

facility in case of emergency or need urgent care.

Financial and legal : A single billing system 

makes it easier to determine how much it costs and 

explain the details to customers. If there is medical 

malpractice then this system will provide the medical 

records and other documents as soon as possible to 

all the necessary parties and the authorities. To sup-

port medical tourists with their finances, we need to 

introduce a new medical insurance system which can 

connect with foreign medical insurance companies. 

In addition, to effectively handle possible medical in-

cidents we need to develop a medical legal service 

system which includes specialists that have back-

ground in medical and tourism services.

Follow up care : Some medical treatments require 

follow up procedures. All the medical records should 

be provided to local medical doctors who are regis-

tered with the KMTSS system as well as the Korean 

physicians as partners.

The development of the Korean Medical Tourism 

Service System (KMTSS) is designed to be a total 

solution. In other words, it will provide an end-to-end 

solution for the medical tourists visiting Korea. 

Currently, there is no total solution infrastructure for 

the medical tourists coming to Korea. The number 

of medical tourists visiting Korea has shown a rapid 

increase from 28,000 to 50,000 in the year 2009. 

Hence, Korea has to greatly improve the medical and 

tourism related services that are being provided to 

keep up with the demand. The KMTSS is big picture 
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of Korea medical tourism which includes the needs 

of service provider and end user of each service 

fields. The validity and effectualness of the KMTSS 

can be supported by EMR system which entire gen-

eral hospital in Korea already installed. The commu-

nication between local doctor and foreign doctor can 

be solved by e-mail system. 

Ⅵ. Conclusion

Medical tourism could be a great opportunity for 

Korea. So far, there has not been much investment 

made in the infrastructure to improve medical tour-

ism, however, the high quality of the entire services 

and low price is still attractive to foreign patients. 

Unlike the normal tourism experience, medical tour-

ism would deeply involve the national brand image. 

If there is any mistake in any of the procedures then 

the travel could become a long legal battle.

The KMTSS system is the result of a systematic 

effort to improve medical tourism in Korea. There 

are very talented physicians and excellent facilities 

but there is no centralized system to integrate all the 

available services. In this paper we have suggested 

a new model with decision support capabilities to as-

sist medical tourism customers. Similar to other coun-

tries, this business model needs to be championed by 

the government, especially in promoting and market-

ing the medical services. The KMTSS system would 

provide the necessary information and interoper-

ability needed to make medical tourism a great suc-

cess in Korea. The study for validity and effectualness 

of medical tourism system would be supported with 

EMR (Electronic Medical Record) system which al-

ready employed all university hospitals in Korea. The 

KMTSS is convergence system between medical and 

tourism services to support decision process. We con-

sider that integrated service system design is required 

to support better service and create new business 

fields. For better service system design, next study 

would be the theoretical part of medical tourism. We 

will examine detail factors which influence interna-

tional patients who go abroad. 
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